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Abstract

Numerous real-time applications such as computer games or flight simulators require non-repetitive high-resolution texturing on large landscapes. We propose an algorithm which procedurally determines the texture value at any surface location by aperiodically combining provided patterns according to user-defined controls such as a probability distribution (possibly non stationary). Our algorithm can be implemented on programmable hardware by taking advantage of the texture indirection ability of recent graphics boards. We use explicit and virtual indirect tables to determine the pattern to apply at each pixel as well as its attributes (displacement, scaling, time...). This provides the programmer with a very high resolution virtual texture with nice properties: Low memory consumption, no periodicity, control of the statistics, numerous control parameters (which can be edited on the fly)… Our representation consists of building blocks that we combine in order to illustrate various convenient texture modalities such as aperiodic tiling, sparse convolution, domain transitions and animated textures.
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1 Introduction

Textures are an efficient representation to enhance large scenes with details. Texturing works especially well for landscapes since they can easily be parameterized. However, texturing landscapes is still a demanding problem. A user can see at the same time a detailed foreground and a wide background, pattern similarities but no regularity, some dense and some sparse areas,… Games and flight simulators rely on various techniques to encode specified features (e.g. forests, paths, flowers) and to avoid repetitiveness while keeping the memory consumption low. Yet, these applications do not totally succeed in these tasks, thus showing visual artifacts like aliasing and regularity while still consuming a large amount of texture memory. Additionally, they often add edges to the mesh to be able to tile alternate patterns, which unnecessarily increases the mesh complexity.

We propose a procedural algorithm able to simulate a large high-resolution texture: The required memory is mainly determined by the reference patterns; the procedural algorithm is in charge of breaking the regularity without introducing constraints on the mesh since all problems are solved in texture space (i.e. a single quad could be used). This method applies to textures in its most generic meaning, comprising color, transparency (billboards, volumes), normals, etc. We show that we can also deal with animated textures. Our method is designed for programmable graphics hardware and real-time applications but can also be implemented in a software renderer.

Our paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we review the previous texturing approaches and we discuss their properties and limitations. In section 3 we describe the principle of our representation as well as its basic building blocks. Then we show in section 4 how to combine them to deal with various textures modalities. We discuss results in section 6 and future work in section 7.

2 Previous work

We give an overview of different texturing mechanisms that are related to our work. At the rendering stage there are three kinds of textures suitable for large landscapes: Pattern based textures, large unique explicit textures and procedural textures.

- Pattern based texturing relies on a library of several different smaller texture patches defining a pattern. These patterns (usually square) can offer a high local resolution. The problem is to tile these patterns while avoiding the periodicity and repetitiveness of the naive tiling. Several approaches have been proposed:
  - Aperiodic tiling [Stam 1997] determines the pattern to be used in each grid cell so that no periodicity occurs while insuring continuity across tile boundaries. Games usually follow a simpler way, letting the designer encode which pattern to use at all locations of the mesh, and relying on universally matchable patterns (left-right and bottom-up edges of all patterns match).
  - Triangular patterns [Neyret and Cani 1999] help breaking the periodicity, and also cope well with mapping distortions and poles. They avoid the use of any global parameterization.
  - Virtual atlases [Soler et al. 2002] cover a surface by letting each face pick an area in texture space so that the global result looks continuous.
  - Sparse convolution [Lewis 1989; Ebert et al. 1994] distributes the pattern locations on a random basis.

Note that all of these methods introduce constraints on the mesh:

- Tiling works only on quads; an atlas needs a dense mesh to sample texture coordinates correctly. Moreover, these methods do not all allow the control of local variations (either explicitly or through statistical properties).
- A large unique explicit texture avoids most of the aforementioned problems since it can be painted in order to incorporate all the desired properties. Additionally, it can be pre-distorted in order to cancel out the mapping distortions. Unfortunately, it requires a huge amount of texture memory even by today’s standards. Therefore, this method cannot be used to provide a high resolution texture for a large landscape. Some hardware extensions have been introduced to reduce the memory consumption:
  - Clipmaps [Tanner et al. 1998], especially thought for landscapes, offer a virtual memory management for textures allowing the usage of a texture that does not completely fit into texture memory. Still, this texture has to be designed and stored.
  - Lossy texture compression is supported in almost all graphics cards [SGI n. d.]. However, the compression rate is too low to really allow for very large textures, and the quality loss is not always acceptable.
- Recently, empty space compression and variable resolution methods [Kraus and Ertl 2002; Cool 2002] have been introduced. They take advantage of the new texture indirection features of recent graphics hardware. The idea is to pack the non-blank data in a first texture, and to index it through a second texture considered as a grid, the cells of which point on the pattern to be used. This basic idea is inspiring, but a lot more can be done: in these papers the grid texture is explicit and therefore still requires a lot of memory in the case of landscapes. Moreover, quantization of the data is required to keep a low number of patterns to be stored in the reference texture. The instantiation mechanism is merely used to factor the blank tiles, and texture filtering is an issue.

- Procedural textures [Perlin 1985; Worley 1996; Ebert et al. 1994] is a very convenient mechanism to generate details at arbitrary resolution with no periodicity and very low memory. The advanced programmability of recent graphics boards promises that procedural textures implemented in hardware will soon offer almost the same flexibility than software shaders. Moreover, interesting mechanisms have been introduced to generate large virtual grids of random values with arbitrary dimensions. Still, not all kinds of material aspects can be generated using these techniques, and the calculation cost is non-negligible.

From the previous methods we wish to keep the idea of having reference patterns either explicitly or procedurally. Thus the user provides the reference patterns, determines the size of the virtual texture to be generated, describes the combination of actions he wishes, and provides the various maps and parameters needed to control and tune these actions.

The principle of our algorithm is to choose a pattern for given texture coordinates \( u,v \) on the fly. We subdivide the complete texture space into a virtual grid. For given \( u,v \) texture coordinates we find the corresponding cell in the virtual grid. Then we choose a pattern for this grid cell using various parameters (see Figure 1). Given the pattern and the \( u,v \) coordinates we can compute the corresponding color. Patterns do not necessarily have to be aligned on the grid: By transforming the \( u,v \) coordinates within a cell it is possible to translate, scale and rotate patterns. All these computations can be done on graphics hardware using a fragment program which computes the final color of a pixel from texture coordinates, texture data and other per-pixel input information.

Depending on the application, numerous parameters will influence the choice and the positioning of a pattern: Material type, probability distribution, time, distance from a point, ... As a result the (very large) resulting texture never has to be explicitly generated and is only evaluated at runtime for rendered pixels. Moreover, there are no constraints on the mesh as all computations are done in texture space by the fragment program.

The features required to create a wide variety of pattern based textures can be classified into three categories:

- **Choice and positioning of patterns** (section 3.2): The choice of patterns should be done either explicitly or procedurally, without showing periodicity. A local control on the probability distribution of patterns is required in order to create textures with a rich aspect from a limited number of patterns. Another important feature is the ability to translate, rotate or scale patterns within their virtual grid cell in order to cancel out the regularity introduced by the grid.

- **Transitions** (section 3.3): Tiling of square patterns (i.e. tiles) is typically used in video games to texture large areas with different types of material (grass, sand, ...). As some areas have different material, it requires a transition at pixel level in order to not see the border of the grid cells.

- **Animation** (section 3.4): Patterns can be used for the creation of animated textures: Each pattern is replaced by a set of patterns representing its animation. As there can be a large number of patterns displayed at the same time, this requires the ability of animating multiple patterns in an asynchronous way.

In order not to restrict the user to very specific texture operations, we propose a framework based on a set of basic blocks. Each block is a small independent algorithm that is in charge of a specific functionality. Designing a procedural pattern based texture consists of plugging these blocks together in order to determine a color from the \( u,v \) texture coordinates.

Using these blocks, we will show in section 4 how to create fragment programs able to compute procedural aperiodic grids of tiles (widely used in video games to create landscape textures) and random positioning of patterns on a texture (sparse convolution), while allowing a strong user control.

The following sections detail all our blocks. Next to each basic block name a diagram illustrates the block inputs and outputs. We also introduce some utility blocks composed of several basic blocks.

### 3.1 Inputs and outputs of blocks

In the following we explain our model in the 1D case. We will describe in section 3.5 how to deal with 2D or 3D.

To better differentiate between different types of textures we call textures that store color values textures and textures that encode of spatial distribution of parameters maps. For clarity we assume that a map of size \( N \) is a function from \([0,N]\) to \([0,M]\) where \( M \) is the maximum value that can be stored in the map (implementation details are given in section 3.6). The choice of \( M \) is determined by the purpose of the map. We also assume that the domain wraps, i.e. for a map of size \( N \), \( map(x+N) = map(x) \). We call a texture or map explicit if it stored in memory and virtual (or procedural) if it is evaluated on the fly.

Our blocks can be easily combined: Any input parameter can use the output of another block and any parameter can be replaced by a virtual or an explicit map if extra controls are needed.

### 3.2 Choice and positioning of patterns

![Diagram](image.png)

**Reference Texture**

The goal of this block is to simplify the management of patterns. Instead of having each pattern in one separate texture, the user provides a single texture where he packed the \( T \) patterns he wants to use. We assume that all the patterns have the same size (in pixels). Given a pattern index \( p \) and a texture coordinate \( u_{tile} \in [0,1] \) relative to the corner of the pattern this block retrieves the color of the pattern \( p \) pixel at \( u_{tile} \).

\[ p \in [0,T] \]
Virtual Tile Map (see Figure 2.1)

A virtual tile map of size \( N \) is a virtual grid of \( N \) cells (\( N^2 \) cells in 2D) that covers the entire texture space. \( u_{\text{glob}} \) is the texture coordinate that directly comes from the graphics hardware pipeline. This block computes in which cell of the virtual grid the \( u_{\text{glob}} \) coordinate lies. It also computes the coordinate \( u_{\text{tile}} \) of the pixel that is under the global \( u_{\text{glob}} \) coordinate within the cell (its relative coordinate). If the virtual tile map has a size of \( N \), then the pixel is in the cell \( g = [u_{\text{glob}}N] \) and its relative coordinate is \( u_{\text{tile}} = \text{frac}(u_{\text{glob}}N) \) (where \( \text{frac}(x) \) extracts the fractional part of \( x \)).

Virtual Random Map

- The random number generated by the Virtual Indirection Map block can also be used to control any parameter like translation or scaling.
- For floating point parameters (e.g., rotation, scaling, ...), we consider the result of \( \sigma \) as a random number in \([0,1]\) by computing \( \frac{g}{T} \).
- Note that this provides quantized values since there are only \( T \) entries in \( \sigma \). If a better resolution is required, then a larger \( \sigma \) map has to be used which size replaces \( T \) in the formula.
- If such a floating point value is used to generate an integer parameter (e.g., an index within another table of size \( T' \)), it is better to use a permutation table \( \sigma \) adapted to the \( T' \) range. Otherwise, aliasing could occur since the floating point number would have a quantization of \( \frac{1}{T} \) and would be used as an index in \([0,T']\). It would result in non-uniform random distributions. (see Figure 2.2). Note that if \( T \) is a multiple of \( T' \) then no problem occurs.
- Uncorrelated random parameters can be obtained by using different permutation tables \( \sigma \) or by adding a large offset to \( g \) (since distant locations in the aperiodic tiling are uncorrelated). Note that since the hardware achieves vector operations (up to size 4), several permutations can be computed in parallel using a vectorial \( \sigma \) map.

Tile Transform

This block allows to scale, rotate or translate a pattern within its virtual tile map cell. It is not designed to create continuous textures but to create textures showing objects on a transparent background. It is used to approximate a Poisson distribution of patterns in a virtual texture (see Figure 14). The transformation of each pattern can be either explicit or procedural.

The block can apply scaling, translation and rotation (2D and 3D) on the coordinates \( u_{\text{tile}} \). If the transformed coordinates \( u'_{\text{tile}} \) no longer lies inside the pattern the fragment is discarded (no pixel is drawn on screen).

- Given a translation \( d \) and a scaling factor \( s \) for a cell, the new coordinates could be evaluated as \( u'_{\text{tile}} = (u_{\text{tile}} + d) \). But proceeding this way, the pattern could go partly outside the cell and be clipped.
- There are two ways of avoiding this (see Figure 4):
  - Shrinking the pattern to a given scale \( s \) and allowing only transformations for which it remains strictly inside the cell: \( u'_{\text{tile}} = \frac{1}{s}(u_{\text{tile}} + (1-s)d) \).
  - Managing the overflow through multipass, by combining the overflows from the neighborhood. The idea is to render the two parts of the pattern (four parts in 2D) by rendering the grid two times (four times in 2D). The first pass is done as usual. The second pass shifts the virtual grid one cell to the right and uses \( d-1 \) as translation (see Figure 5). The final color is then the sum of the contributions of each pass. (a blend equation can also be used to make possibly colliding patterns hiding each others).

Virtual Indirection Map

In order to create large textures from patterns without showing repetitiveness, we have to be able to choose patterns in an aperiodic manner. This is done using this block: An aperiodic random number \( p \) is generated using grid index \( g \) as a seed value. This number is used as a pattern index. Therefore, a pattern is associated with each cell of the virtual tile map without showing periodicity in the pattern choice (see Figure 10).

Figure 3: Left: Explicit Indirection Map indexing the reference patterns. Right: Virtual Indirection Map the values are computed by hashing the tile index using the permutation \( \sigma \).

Explicit Indirection Map

This block allows the user to explicitly choose which pattern should appear in each cell of the virtual tile map. Let \( I \) be a user defined (i.e. explicit) indirection map of size \( N \): a value in \( I \) encodes the pattern number \( p \) to be used in the corresponding cell. The pattern chosen at the grid location \( g \) is then simply \( I(g) \).

2.1: The Virtual Tile Map block computes the position of \( u_{\text{glob}} \) within the virtual grid of size \( N \).

2.2: With \( m=12 \) and \( n=9 \) aliasing occurs yielding bias in the distribution.

Tile Transform

- The random number generated by the Virtual Indirection Map block can also be used to control any parameter like translation or scaling.
- For floating point parameters (e.g., rotation, scaling, ...), we consider the result of \( \sigma \) as a random number in \([0,1]\) by computing \( \frac{g}{T} \).
- Note that this provides quantized values since there are only \( T \) entries in \( \sigma \). If a better resolution is required, then a larger \( \sigma \) map has to be used which size replaces \( T \) in the formula.
- If such a floating point value is used to generate an integer parameter (e.g., an index within another table of size \( T' \)) it is better to use a permutation table \( \sigma \) adapted to the \( T' \) range. Otherwise, aliasing could occur since the floating point number would have a quantization of \( \frac{1}{T} \) and would be used as an index in \([0,T']\). It would result in non-uniform random distributions. (see Figure 2.2). Note that if \( T \) is a multiple of \( T' \) then no problem occurs.
- Uncorrelated random parameters can be obtained by using different permutation tables \( \sigma \) or by adding a large offset to \( g \) (since distant locations in the aperiodic tiling are uncorrelated). Note that since the hardware achieves vector operations (up to size 4), several permutations can be computed in parallel using a vectorial \( \sigma \) map.

Figure 4: Left: A translation \( d \) can make the pattern clipped. Middle: Scaling \( s \) and constrained translation. Right: Overflow management of neighboring cells.

Figure 5: Managing the overflow using multipass (1D case)
Explicit Positioning

The explicit positioning of patterns relies on a user defined positioning map to place patterns at arbitrary positions in the virtual texture. This should not be confused with simple indirection maps where patterns are grid-aligned. In the case of explicit positioning patterns can be at arbitrary positions.

The idea is to encode a pattern position into an indirect grid and to add a local translation to the pattern. We rely on an explicit indirection map to access the reference pattern texture. The explicit position may encodes in each grid:

- the pattern index
- the offset to be applied to the pattern

If no pattern is present a special index is used (−1). If a pixel of the virtual texture does not lie in a pattern it is discarded, resulting in a transparent pixel (note that a pixel in a pattern can also be transparent).

To position the top left corner of a pattern at given \( u, v \) coordinates, we need to update four cells of the explicit positioning map (see Figure 6). Allowing \( n \) patterns to be present in a same cell would require the use if \( n \) grids. Once the pattern position is set, it can still be scaled, translated and rotated by plugging the tile transform block after the explicit positioning block.

Note that explicit positioning yields the concept of texture sprites [Neyret et al. 2002] — i.e. sprites inside the texture space — since it allows to instantiate and move patterns within a texture: The positioning map can be modified dynamically by the user (see Figure 21 right), or the patterns position can be modified at each time step by software. Texture sprites are an important feature because numerous applications (3D painting on surfaces, video games, ...) need to add local details to a surface. In video games the classical approach is to rely on small transparent textured quads that are drawn on top of the geometry. Such geometrical elements are often called decals. They are also used to simulate various dynamic effects (footprints, signs, bullet impacts, ...) that actually are 2D sprites on surfaces. Decals require a precise positioning in space in order to appear on the surfaces. They introduce additional geometry for non geometrical reasons. Using our explicit positioning block no additional geometry is needed as patterns will be added in a layer on top of the uniform surface texture.

![Figure 6: Four cells need to be updated to arbitrary position a pattern.](image)

Probability Map

Using a virtual indirection map all the patterns have the same probability of occurrence since our random generator \( \sigma \) generates numbers with uniform probability. The purpose of this block is to control the probability of occurrence of each pattern. The idea is to replace the reference texture by another one in which the patterns are virtually duplicated in respect to the desired proportion. This is implemented using an explicit indirection map: A probability map simply contains the indices of the patterns to be used (see Figure 7). The size \( P \) of this map is arbitrary and has to be tuned in order to balance the memory size against the quantization of probabilities (the smallest not null probability is \( \frac{1}{P} \)). As mentioned above, such a probability map can be plugged in at any place.

Materials Map

We can consider a probability map as a material (e.g. "grass with some flowers"). We want to allow the user to manipulate these materials like he does with patterns: Considering a set of materials (equivalent to the set of \( T \) patterns), a material map allows the user to access a material using an index.

Areas Map

An areas map specifies which material to use in different areas. Areas maps can be either explicit or virtual. An area map is different to an indirection map in that its resolution can be quite rougher: each cells covers an area of several tiles. If the areas map has a size of \( A \), then the size \( N \) of the virtual tile map should be a multiple of \( A \).

Dithered Areas Map

Areas maps are likely to be at rough resolution. If one wants to avoid sharp transitions and steps, we have to define how to interpolate the materials between the cells of the map.

![Figure 8: The dithering operators.](image)

Which kind of interpolation to use?

- Linear interpolation is not valid in this case as we are working with pattern indices.
- Blending of the resulting patterns can be done instead, but this often yields poor results.

For discontinuous parameters such as a pattern index, a convenient way is to rely on a dithering operator. The 1D Dithering operator (see Figure 8) takes two values and an interpolation parameter \( b \). It relies on probabilities to achieve dithering: It computes a random number using \( \sigma \) and compares it to \( b \). If \( b \) is smaller than the random number, the first value is taken, the second otherwise. Using this technique we extend the previous Areas Map block to obtain a Dithered Areas Map.

![Figure 9: Low resolution areas map can be interpolated using a dithering operator which selects one of the closest values with a probability depending on the location.](image)

To control the interpolation between the adjacent materials we compute \( b \) as the barycentric coordinate of the pixel location within the neighborhood \( g, g+1 \) (see Figure 9). Then we use the dithering operator in order to choose between the neighboring values (two in 1D, four in 2D).

Figure 10d shows the intermediate probability distributions produced by the dithering operator in the transition areas.
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3.3 Transitions
In order to create a continuous texture when using a random tiling,
all tiles should be ‘compatible’ (left-right and bottom-up edges of
all patterns should correspond to each other). But this supposes
that the texture is quite homogeneous, while landscapes are gener-
ally composed of several different areas of homogeneous material
(e.g. forest, lawn, beach, lake): The constraint of compatible tile
dges makes sense within a area, but not on the area boundary. We
introduce the notion of material family corresponding to a set of
compatible tiles which can form a homogeneous material area. For
landscapes we consider a set of material families. The purpose of
the following blocks is to deal with the transition at the interface
between two families.

Two different blocks can be used: The first one relies on a very
high resolution pixel map which texels indicate the material family
to use (it is a mask with a sharp transition). The second is based on
extra tiles called transition tiles specifying the transition between
given material families. It is inspired from a technique used in video
games.

Pixel Map
These maps are used as masks to delimit precisely the shape of
the areas corresponding to a material family. They are of very
high resolution, possibly the same than the virtual texture. How-
ever, they compress strongly using the indirection texture mecha-
nism of [Kraus and Ertl 2002; Cool 2002]: Only the boundary of
the areas needs to be stored. Pixels Maps differ to Area Maps in
that they apply sharp transitions at the pixel level while Area Maps
apply transitions between materials at the tile level or rougher.

Transition Tiles
To use this mechanism, the user provides a set of tiles that ex-
plitly describe the transition between material families (see Fig-
ure 11). These new tiles are treated as usual: A new material is
defined to access these transition tiles. The transition tiles block
checks if a transition is needed and then chooses the right transition
tile.

To achieve this task, we rely on an idea used in games: The
transition tile is chosen by looking at the material of the neigh-
borring cells. A transition texture dealing with m families of materials
therefore contains m^4 transition tiles in 2D (including the m plain
tiles). (there are 16 combinations for a 2 x 2 neighborhood in 2D,
including the 2 ones corresponding to ‘material family one only’
and ‘material family two only’). The transition tile index is built
by combining the material families indices on a logical basis (see
Figure 11). If plain tiles are selected (the four neighbors are equal)
then no transition is needed and the block is a pass-through.

In practice it is often sufficient to describe the border of the mate-
rial family with a transparent background and to use it as a transition
with all other material families. If the pixel is on the background
it takes the value of the material of the other family at this loca-
tion. Figure 15a top right shows an example of transition tiles that
describes the border of a material family with a black background.

Figure 11: The transition tile index is computed from the neighborhood. If all
neighbors have the same material family, the block copies its inputs on
its outputs (pass-through).

3.4 Animation

Animation sequence (see Figure 12 and 21)
We can deal with patterns whose appearance depends on extra
parameters (e.g. time, view direction, distance to a target...). This
is done by replacing each pattern by a texture which encodes the
sequence of appearances of the pattern when the parameter varies
within a quantized range. The first pattern of the sequence is con-
sidered as the pattern at rest (e.g. motionless object, or background
color).

The same idea as probability maps can be used to change the
original time line of the animation: In particular, it is possible to
to change the time during which a pattern of the animation is dis-
played.

In order to control the animation sequence provided by the user,
we introduce two parameters: The phase parameter \( \phi \) adds an offset
to the animation sequence time line and the Z parameter represents
the amount of rest states to add at the beginning of the animation
cycle (see Figure 12). Both parameters can be defined using either
an explicit map or a random number.
Animation Map

When using animation sequences, the user would often prefer to avoid the synchronization of the animation of all patterns. Moreover he probably wants to control the triggering of animation cycles instead of having everything animated everywhere simultaneously. To obtain asynchronous animations a different ϕ parameter is used at each location. This is done by using a random map. The Z parameter is also varying at each location to obtain different triggering times. To ease the global control we multiply Z by a global parameter a that can be tuned by the program on the fly to control how often the animated sequences are triggered (density of animation).

The pattern number to be used at time t is thus

\[ p = \max(0, (t + \phi) \mod (n + 2Z) - aZ) \]

where \( \mod \) is the modulo operator and n is the length of the sequence without the leading aZ blanks.

Temporal Transitions: At this stage we have an animation with a constant pace. For an interesting animation the user probably wants to animate the various parameters (a, Z...) over the running time of the program. The main problem is to achieve this without introducing discontinuities (popping) when switching from a cycling animation to another in a given place and time. I.e. we have to define temporal transitions. The point is that we cannot have state variables² associated with patterns so we cannot store the latest step of an animation used at a given location: We have to avoid discontinuities by choosing at any time between the old and the new animation cycle (see Figure 13).

Let \( a' \) and \( Z' \) be the old parameters and \( a \) and \( Z \) the new ones after the transition at time \( t_0 \). The pattern to be used according to the old cycling is \( p'(t) = \max(0, (t + \phi) \mod (n + a'Z') - a'Z') \) while the new one is \( p(t) = \max(0, (t + \phi) \mod (n + aZ) - aZ) \). Due to the worst case the transition lies between \( t_0 \) and \( t_0 + 2n \), during which we have to choose, at each time step and for each location, either \( p \) or \( p' \), or possibly nothing. Let \( t_f \) be the time when the old cycling finishes: \( t_f = t_0 + n - p'(t_0) \). If \( p'(t_0) = 0 \) we take \( t_f = t_0 - 1 \) in order to stop even before the old cycle starts. As long as \( t \leq t_f \), we stick to the old cycle. If \( p(t_f) = 0 \), we can switch directly to the new cycling as soon as \( t > t_f \). Otherwise a collision occurs between the two cycles so we cannot switch immediately to the new one. In such a case we display nothing (i.e. rest state) up to the theoretical end of the newly started cycling, i.e. up to \( t_{end} = t_f + n - p(t_f) \).

Each time the user wants to change the Z map (the pattern of animation) or a (the global rate of animation), he has to keep the old values \( a' \) and \( Z' \) and the transition time \( t_0 \), and then he should provide these together with the new \( a \) and \( Z \) when drawing the virtual texture. Since dealing with double collisions would require extra tests, the user should keep a given set of parameters during at least 2n time steps.

²Such a feature could be implemented with of-screen rendering, which is not in the spirit of procedural textures. Moreover it would be resource consuming due to the cost of the extra rendering pass and to the potentially large explicit map that would be generated.

3.5 From 1D to 2D

For clarity we explained our representation in 1D. In the 2D case some tables corresponding to lists (e.g. probability maps) would remain 1D while maps and grids would be 2D. Yet, we chose to encode every structures in 2D. Apart from symmetry reasons (easing the plugging ability as well as the extension to higher dimensions), this optimizes the dynamics of the texture indices. In fact this also optimizes the computation cost since the graphics hardware allows for vectorial operations (which requires that identical operations be done on each component).

For instance, the reference texture \( R \) is a list of \( T \) patterns. We encode it as a \( T_s \times T_t \) 2D packing of the patterns. For convenience, we then define a pattern by its coordinates \( (p_x, p_y) \) in \( R \) rather than its rank p in the list. One can think of these 2D coordinates as a vectorial pattern index \( p' \). We do the same for each kind of table: for instance, indirect maps \( I \) encode a pattern index. Since this index is a vector, this implies that \( I \) is a function from \( [0, N_x] \times [0, N_y] \) to \( [0, T_s] \times [0, T_t] \) (where \( N_x \times N_y \) is the size of the virtual tile map and \( T_s \times T_t \) the number of patterns). Similarly, permutation tables \( \sigma \) used for virtual maps are now vectorial: the first component \( \sigma_1 \) is a permutation of the horizontal indices (between 0 and \( T_s - 1 \)) while the second \( (\sigma_2) \) is a permutation of the vertical indices (between 0 and \( T_t - 1 \)).

Let us extend scalar 1D functions such as +, /, [ ], frac to vectors by considering that they apply to each component separately. We use the following notation: \( \vec{a} \cdot \vec{b} \) for the component by component product of vectors \( \vec{a} \) and \( \vec{b} \); \( \vec{a} = (a_v, a_{v'}) \) and \( \vec{N} = (N_x, N_y) \). With these notations the entire formalism explained in 1D now applies to 2D. The extension to higher dimensions is similar.

Since the formulas are identical independent of the dimension we will no longer use arrows on vectors: \( u \) or \( u \) refer to scalars for 1D textures and to vectors for 2D textures. \( a_i \) and \( a_{i'} \) denote the components of \( a \) and \( a + (1, 1) \) means \( (a_x + 1, a_y + 1) \).

3.6 Encoding maps as textures

For simplicity we described a map of size \( N \) as a function from \([0, N] \times [0, M] \) to \([0, M] \) where \( M \) is the maximum value that can be stored in the map. Actually all maps are encoded in textures and are functions from \([0, 1] \times [0, 1] \). The conversion is straightforward: if a map of size \( N \) and maximum value \( M \) is accessed by an index \( i \), then \( \frac{i}{N} \) should be used to access the corresponding texture. The integer corresponding to the floating point value \( r \in [0, 1] \) read in the texture is simply \( \lfloor rM \rfloor \).
4 Combining blocks: Cases studies

In the previous section we have defined a set a pluggable blocks. Using the CG fragment programs language [Nvidia 2002a] these blocks correspond to CG functions. We illustrate now how to combine them by implementing two major texture types: Aperiodic tiling and sparse convolution in 2D. For both we propose a simple version (respectively random tiling and Poisson distribution) and an extended version allowing various user controls. We also describe how to create animated textures from animated patterns.

Basic aperiodic tiling: (see Figure 3 right, 10a) The user provides a reference texture which contains \( T \times T \) packed patterns. He wants to tile them along a virtual grid of size \( N \times N \) aperiodically with a uniform distribution. The needed blocks are:
- one Virtual Tile Map block used to compute the cell coordinate \( g \) and the relative coordinate \( u_{tile} \) from the \( u_{glob} \) coordinate.
- one Virtual Indirection Map block used to compute a random tile index \( p \) from the cell coordinate \( g \).
- one Reference Texture block used to compute the final color from the tile index and the relative coordinate \( u_{tile} \).

The diagram of this fragment program is given in Figure 16. This scheme is also figured on Figure 3 right.

```plaintext
Figure 16: Basic aperiodic tiling

void fragment_program(float2 u_glob, out float4 color) {
    float2 u_g,tile;
    virtual_tile_map(u_glob, out:g, out:u_tile);
    virtual_indirection_map(T,N,sigma,g,out:p);
    reference_texture(T,p,u_tile,out:color);
}
```

Extended aperiodic tiling: (see Figure 15) The user defines 2 material families and \( 2^2 \) transition tiling. He also defines materials (probability maps) inside each material family (see Figure 15a left). He provides a rough areas map \( M \) (to be interpolated) in which he painted the areas of each material (see Figure 15a bottom-right).

The purpose of this fragment program is to tile randomly grass tiles within dark areas of the areas map and sand tiles within light areas, using appropriate transition tiles at the boundary between the 2 areas (see Figure 15 b and c). To achieve this the idea is to check at first whether a transition is needed or not. This is done by the Transition Tiles block. Its inputs are a random index computed by the Virtual Indirection Map block and the materials of the cell \( g \) and its three neighbors. These materials are computed by four copies of a Dithered Areas Map. If a transition is needed, the Transition Tiles block returns the transition material index and the transition tile index. If not, the material of cell \( g \) is returned together with the random number generated by the Virtual Indirection Map block. The final color is computed by a Reference Texture block from the tile index generated by the Materials Map block.

The diagram of this fragment program is given in Figure 17.

Basic sparse convolution: (see Figure 14a) The reference texture contains one pattern \( T = 1 \). The user wants to distribute the pattern on the surface according to a Poisson disk distribution of radius \( p \). The Poisson disk distribution is approximated by choosing a random location in each cell of a grid of size \( N \times N \) with \( N = \frac{1}{p} \) (as classically done in the scope of stochastic sampling [Cook 1985]). The diagram of this fragment program is given in Figure 18.

The Virtual Random Map block is used for computing a vector of floating point random numbers (using vectorial arithmetic four permutations can be computed simultaneously). These numbers are used to specify a translation (two numbers) a scaling and a rotation (one number each). In practice we use a permutation \( \sigma \) with a size of 256. It allows a resolution of \( \frac{1}{256} \) for the generated random numbers. The Tile Transform block transforms the tile within its cell \( g \). It returns updated relative coordinates \( u_{tile} \) or discards the fragment.

Extended sparse convolution: (see Figure 14c) The user wants to control the density of the distribution along the virtual texture. For this he defines some materials corresponding to typical proportions of the various patterns and empty space (i.e. blank pattern). He also paints an areas map \( M \) at rough resolution to...
Two major kinds of animation can be handled:

- **Animation:**
  - The first case corresponds to the dynamic use of the explicit positioning block. As explained in section 3.2, no extra geometry is required to display the moving texture sprites (contrary to games) and very few parameters need to be sent by the program to update the virtual texture (contrary to [Neyret et al. 2002]). The motion is obtained simply by updating the concerned cells in the low-resolution positioning map (four cells for a single pattern, which corresponds to very little data).
  - The second case corresponds to the idea of **textual motion**: Any parameters such as scale, rotation or location can be explicitly defined as a function of time. The Animation Sequences defined in section 3.4 can also be used. We focus here on time cyclical pattern animation, relying on Animation Maps.

The complete diagram of the fragment program is given in Figure 20. The parameters time, Z, Z’, a, a’ and t0 are handled by the software (they can be animated, see section 3.4).

5 Texture filtering

Hardware texture filtering does not work well when using indirects. Therefore, all techniques relying on this functionality suffer from filtering issues because indirections introduce discontinuities in the u, v.

The problem comes from the wrong neighborhood information. If we use standard filtering, the color used by the hardware is not taken from the right location: It uses the pixel which is the neighbor in the reference texture instead of the pixel which is the neighbor in the virtual texture. This implies that both linear interpolation and MIP-mapping are incorrect.

The problem of filtering with indirection was previously encountered in [Kraus and Ertl 2002]. The authors propose to duplicate the boundary of tiles to ensure correct linear interpolation. Nevertheless some aliasing artifacts are still visible. MIP-mapping is not addressed in this paper. Note that octree textures [Benson and Davis 2002; DeBry et al. 2002] could also be implemented using hardware indirection but here again the filtering would be an issue.

5.1 Filtering our procedural textures

In the following we call texel one pixel of a texture. The filtering scale depends on the number of texels that are projected on each pixel of the screen. The ideal case is when one texel is projected on one pixel so that no aliasing occur.

Note that the classical solution for aperiodic tiling in games relies on quads on which different patterns are applied (by using appropriate texture coordinates). Pixels adjacent to borders are not correctly filtered either: the only current solution is to oversample the pixels. MIP-mapping also has the same limitations when a pattern reduces to a pixel: Textural aliasing turns into geometrical aliasing as multiple quads are projected into the same pixel. This implies that our method cannot be worse than the currently available methods in terms of filtering.

- **less than one texel per pixel:** To correctly handle the interpolation between texels a first approach would be to rely one the ddx and ddy operators (on GeForceFX) to replace the hardware interpolation in the fragment program. Nevertheless it would require four evaluations of the entire fragment program in order to evaluate the color of neighboring pixels.

In practice we often use tiles with compatible edges: the pixels in a margin have similar colors through patterns. Patterns prepared for random positioning have a similar property since their margin has a transparent or background color. In this case linear interpolation
works correctly at the firsts MIP-mapping scales: A wrong texture pixel is used but it has the correct color. However even in this case there exists a scale from which the continuity margin vanishes (as mipmap levels converge to a unique pixel of average color).

We discuss in section 5.2 how an extension of the hardware could allow a general solution for interpolation with indirection.

* several texels per pixels: Tiles are packed in a unique texture. This implies that there exists a MIP-mapping level for which each texel corresponds to the average color of the underlying tile (we assume that all tiles have the same size which is a power of two). All MIP-mapping levels coarser than this one are wrong as they no longer correspond to the filtering of tiles: Their texels contain mixed colors from several tiles. It is thus important to prevent the hardware from using this MIP-mapping levels (using the GL_TEXTURE_MAX_LOD feature of gTexParameter).

* several patterns per pixels: When the viewpoint is far from the textured object, more than one pattern is projected onto each pixel. As stated above the MIP-mapped pattern texture cannot be used above the scale for which one tile is represented by a single texel t: the indirection map also has to be filtered. At this level we can forget the individual patterns and the indirection map can be considered as a regular map based on texels t. We thought of three solutions to sum the colors on the projected pixel area:
  - Oversampling these texels. This makes sense if only a few are needed.
  - Precalculating an explicit MIP-mapped map using these texels in the spirit of clips-maps [Tanner et al. 1998] (its resolution should be reasonable).
  - In the case of areas maps, taking advantage of the law of large numbers (which is valid if numerous patterns project on a single pixel): The color tends towards the average color of each material. Thus the areas map can directly be used assuming the average materials colors have been precalculated.

5.2 Discussion on texel interpolation

To deal correctly with the interpolation we have to explicitly access and combine the texel values, bypassing the automatic LINEAR interpolation mode. This could have been simpler without the limitations of the current hardware: the idea would have been to add a black margin to the patterns, then to superimpose the margin of adjacent tiles (this implies that some pixels would have to sum two or four contributions). This should be done at any MIP-mapping level.

The hardware limitation disqualifying this solution is that the notion of sub-texture does not exist: The BORDER_COLOR feature allows to simulate a black border without using extra memory but it only applies to the border of the global texture in which the patterns are packed. We cannot add such a border explicitly to each tile (the texture size will no longer be a power of two) and we cannot put each tile in one texture because there is a limited number of texture usable at the same time.

Actually we think that in order to correctly handle filtering with indirections whatever the application ([Kraus and Ertl 2002; Benson and Davis 2002; DeBry et al. 2002], ours), there is a need for a new texture format that would introduce the notion of sub-textures. Using this it would be possible to describe a texture as a set of independent sub-textures. It would therefore be possible to work on each pattern independently without having the color of neighboring tiles mixed.

6 Results

We implemented all the basic blocks and the various test applications with OpenGL and CG for Nvidia NV30 relying on a software driver emulating the future graphics board [Nvidia 2002b].

A few days before the camera ready version we received from Nvidia a prototype GeForceFX board allowing us to do some performance measurements. Note that this prototype is about 50% underclocked, and that the first version of the CG compiler does not produce optimized fragment codes. Moreover we can not implement discarding of empty fragments since this feature is not recognized by the current compiler (on sparse convolutions 40% to 70% of tiles should be discard). Thus all the timings we provide should be accelerated by a factor of 2 to 16 on the final GeForceFX and CG compiler. Times are given for images with every pixels covered by texture. These measures remain constant whatever the number of tiles is. We used floats (32 bits precision) in the fragment programs. Using halves (16 bits precision) gains approximatively 50%, but the limited precision might be visible in some cases. The following table shows that the performance are 0.4 to 0.8 Giga intructions per seconds. The cost is proportional to the number of rendered pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code length</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Areas Map</th>
<th>Dithered</th>
<th>Dithered Areas Map</th>
<th>Dithered Areas Map &amp; Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>instr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tex. lookups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>320x200</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>640x480</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the map and texture sizes are based on powers of two to avoid precision problems with divisions. This also allows to limit the number of permutation tables σ required since a table of sizes indices can also be used without bias for sub-multiples of this size. The patterns we used have a square shape and are of the same resolution. Concerning the filtering, we only implemented a simple solution for the MIP-mapping (locking the deepest filtering to the level where patterns are the size of a pixel), and we did nothing special for the linear interpolation through tile borders. However, the patterns we use for landscapes (e.g. grass) have a similar margin to ease the continuity and generally have the same average color. The fact that patterns share color properties avoids most of the artifacts.

The images on Figure 10 present the aperiodic tiling of 16 patterns 64 × 64 with increasing amount of user control. Even in the more complex case very little memory is needed to obtain the 4096 × 4096 virtual map. As shown in Figure 10a the mesh is totally independent of the texture features.
The images on Figure 14 illustrate sparse convolution: random location and rotation of leaves provide another kind of non repetitive texture, which can be enhanced by controlling the spatial distribution of leaves spots. On the right we used a $256^3$ volumetric texture [Meyer and Neyret 1998].

The images on Figure 15 show the use of transition patterns. Two families of 16 patterns $64 \times 64$ are used for the ground and the grass, and 16 patterns are defined for the transition. Since the resulting texture is not stored and is only evaluated where it is visible, very large game fields can be specified and explored with high resolution details. Here again the map controlling the material distribution (the areas map) is interpolated, and could have been procedurally computed as well.

The images on Figure 21 correspond to the movies available on our website. The first animation (see Figure 21a) presents a sequence texture, the parameter of which is connected to the distance to a target: The flowers open when the small balls are close to them. The second and the third animations illustrate the animation maps: The animation texture contains the various states of a blinking red LED. In the first (see Figure 21c) we rely on a large animation map containing the sentence to be displayed. The scrolling motion is simply obtained by increasing the $n$ value depending on time in software. Note that only the visible part of the $12288 \times 1536$ texture is calculated. The noise on the panel is simulated by tuning the rest time of the LEDs: It is not null in the letters, and not infinite in the background. The other animation (not illustrated in the figure) relies on temporal transitions: 3 maps are used (2 messages plus a blank panel), and the density of animation (see Section 3.4) is smoothly increased or decreased. The geometry consists of a single quad. The fourth animation (see Figure 21d) shows the interactive positioning of patterns using an explicit map: The virtual texture can be dynamically updated easily (NB: This interactive session was captured on a limited implementation on a GeForce3). Note that the long range displacement of patterns illustrated here also corresponds to a modality of animation.

7 Conclusion and future work

We proposed a way to make very high resolution texture spaces available by defining a representation and hardware based rendering algorithms able to procedurally combine patterns. In particular this allows to implement classical features such as aperiodic tilings and sparse convolutions. As we have shown we can also offer various low level to high level controls to the user, like specifying probability distributions, maps of material distribution, animation... The blocks are general enough to allow infinite combinations, each plugged block possibly offering new user controls. Our representation is particularly convenient in the case of landscapes, the visualization of which requires showing details of the foreground as well as wide, non-repetitive features of the overall scenery. Since everything is done in texture space, the mesh is totally free of constraints and can be sampled according to geometrical criteria only.

More block types could be designed for the needs of specific applications. The animation probably has the greatest potential for extensions. We implemented color and transparency textures, but also bump maps and volumetric textures. The latter two require more complicated filtering which is intricate to the shading model. This is a topic of future work. Finally, it would be interesting to adapt some ideas of the clipmaps (caching, fetching on request) to develop a model allowing infinite zooming. More generally, indirect textures open new horizons to texture programming and for alternate representations.

Programming on the NV30 board was a great pleasure. The fragment program language almost allows general programming. As we stated in the paper the notion of sub-texture would help recognizing indirect textures as a native feature. A noise function is documented in the CG specification but is not yet implemented. When available, it might be usable to generate aperiodic tiling (depending on what it really does!). Conversely, our index hashing based on permutation tables could be a way to implement this noise.

The properties of this board are different enough compared to previous graphics boards as to change the strategy concerning the representation choices. For instance the discard feature allows to abort a fragment program as soon as it can be known that the fragment is not visible. This can dramatically decrease the fill rate cost, pushing the representations based on transparent textures (billboards, volumetric textures...). Yet, having room for 1024 instructions means that the evaluation of one pixel might get costly: For each given family of applications, we will have to compare geometry-based, billboard-based, point-based and texture-based solutions to find which can give the best performance.
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Figure 10: From left to right: a: Aperiodic tiling of 16 patterns on a terrain. Since everything is done in texture space, it is independent of the mesh. b: Non-uniform distribution using a probability map. c: Non-stationary distribution using an 8 x 8 areas map (shown on bottom right). d: Same with dithering interpolation of the areas map (the resulting virtual texture is 4096 x 4096, and could be far greater).

Figure 14: From left to right: a: Sparse convolution of a leaf pattern (plus random rotations). b: Sparse convolution of random leaf patterns using a probability texture. c: Non-stationary sparse convolution using a 8 x 8 probability map (shown on top left) with dithering interpolation. d: Sparse convolution of volumetric textures (the tree pattern is 256^3. The terrain is rendered using 256 slices, i.e. 256 quads).

Figure 15: From left to right: a: Regular and transition patterns (extracted from the game Warcraft 3) and the 8 x 8 probability map. b: Zoom on a detail of the virtual texture (the geometry is a single quad). c: Dithering interpolation of the map. d: Mapping of the virtual texture (4096 x 4096) on a terrain.

Figure 21: From left to right: a: The sequence textures are triggered by the distance to the two balls. b: The sequence patterns used for images a and c. c: A LED message board with blinking LEDs (the virtual texture is 12288 x 1536). d: Interactive positioning of patterns.